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ABSTRACT
This paper dezcribes the methodology used in a qualitative
hazard assessrnem of a nuclear weapon disassembly process,
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of
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ing the accident sequences for the disassembly process.
with completeness

in
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analysts.
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newly
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of the ASLD
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constructed
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snucturc of the fault tree,
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cut sets.
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ity

and
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Together,
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events together and

of thinking

the problem from different points of view leads to
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In sdditlon,

to develop accident sequences.

constrwtion

a different
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previously,

combined
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Informs.

accident sequences.
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methods
in the PHA,
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A
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of
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provided

sequences

a systematic
on (he

ASLD

mcens
{hat

warranted further sinefysis. The PHA has been described In
detail pfetioudy (Fischer 1~).
Tbe PHAwutrseftd insmening oulaccidenl aqumces that
were not important contributors to plutonium dispersal
freqssascy at the irddatlng<vent level. A huge number of

that constitute the wapon at any given time is cafled he
weapon configuration. The weapon configuration determines
what weapon q
Sotsrcea are pmeslt. Whal we8pon Sa%ly
fcamm.s are oprable. what weapon hazards are praent. and
what weapon mitigating features are pt’eacnt. All of these fea-

itsktkadssgevents were identified

tures will

during the systematic analysis

used in an ASLD.

Maoy of thae were estimated by the PHA
team members to contibsrte negligibly to plutonium dispersal

frequency.

These events were eliminated

so that analytical
tant contributors.

the probability

in various hostile

During

the disassembly

configurations
equivalent

are

from

of acciderrl-initiating

environments

of various weapon raponses

earfy in the analysis

ramrces
*
concentrated on more imporThus, initiating events with a low probabil-

affect

rcsulling

events

and the probability

to these hostile environments.

process. a large number of wapon
Many

realized.

a safety

point

of

of view,

these

are

nearly

so a strbse[ of all

ity of resulting in significant phstonium dispersal or with a
low frqwncy of occurrence were elinttnated from furtfm con-

configurations is actually used in this analysis.
The weapon also is affectedby the process environment.

sideration &.xl

The process can be envisioned

on the expert judgmem

of the PHA team.

weapon ffows.
dismantlement
Accidem-sequence

developmcm

that takes the ASLD

is [he analytical

accident-sequence

process

CUI sets determined

by

Components

as a tube through

human

the

process as the weapon is moved or as [he parss

are trsmspcmed away from [he weapon.
all

which

leave he process tube during the

actions

that

arc part

The process includes

of the dismantlement.

all

the PHA to be worthy of ftmher analysis and d?velops finished

cquipmem,

accident

and equipment events occurring as part of the process may act

sequences

through

event-tree

cons[ruclion.

The

of all the event trees could be represented by a single

%mc~i~

common

accident

model.

possible to perform

This

common

the frequency

s[rrsc[ure made

Point-eslima[c

it

calculations

This

anafysis

envisions

each

accident

sel of events like links in a chain.

as initiating

events

squences.

or as enabling

For example,

dropping

as a sequence

The accidenl

of

model is a

Each SC[ of cven[s has 10

back is carried is an enabling condition. The process environment vanes for each slep of [he dismantlement
process environmem

was determined

process,

conditions.

If both of Ihcse evems occur, then ti,c
is subjec[ed to e hostile environment.
The

weapon assembly
weapon’s

response

to [his hos[ile

link in rhe accident-sequence
response is the accident

environment

chain.

condi[ion

is [he nexl

The result of the weapon
and is [hc Iasl link

in [he

accident. sequence chain.
To

help

events,
nested

cnvironmen[

al the cemer
levels.

organize

This

a sys!emalic

idcmify

acciden[-initiating

surrounding

of the weapon)
division

lhe

pi[

(the

was divided

made il conceptually

search for accident-inlliming

are relative

potential

energy

to the pit,

sources.

for lower

The

nuclear

All

energy

the dismantlement

process, the weapon
transmission

environment

sources

[hal are

are potential

will

AI any s[ep in
include

paths 10 the pil.

spontaneously

energy

The energy

or be ocluated

by some

other energy source,

occur

that

accident sequences,
heavy

metal casing

exposed

process,
can

changing system as a result of
As the disassembly

have

a major

effect

progresses,
on po[ential

For example, the HE may be surrounded by
when first received,

later in the process,

but [he HE may be

The cdlrc[ion

of components

energy

lowing

is an example

an earthquake

event.

f.nd the

(such as fire

(such

facilily

events to damage
of energy.

determined

[he wrapon

sources

The

conduits or amplifiers

as high-

uiso may enable

the weapon by acting as

Collapse

of a slrucnrre fol-

of an enabling

The

facility

condition

environments

are

by the location of the pit.

The facility

is surrounded by the external environment.

environment

are examples

The

acls mainly as a source of energy sources
evcms.

“Tornado”

of natursrl and manmade
events,

These

and “aircrash”

external

environment!

accident-initiating

events

are discussed below.
The

iis[ of initiating

generated

even!s and their enabling

through the hazards analysis,

evem list was examined
were likely
iha[

iollowed

Ioge!her,

to determine

to resull In idemlca!
similar

ancr an

Branching

accident

event

for different

ASLD,

which

ini[ia[ing

evenl Irees,

Initiating

sequences

Iree

was

weapon

conditions
and external

Ihen

were

constructed

responses

events
events
Iumpd

for

them.

was added 10 Ihe

accidem sequence, and an evenl tree that modeled the accident
from initiating

The weapon is a conatamly
changes

accidem.initiating

and
piping).

and [bus cccident-initiating

events and can serve as energy

sources and energy

the dismantlement

systcrns)

-pressure gas system

easier 10
evenls and

of components

energy precursor evenls,

sources may actuate

suppression

The

of [he

procedure.

surrounds

offers both safety feawres

exlemal

pit. so all cnvi-

innermost

a collection

sources of accideni.lnltlaling
amplifiers

The facility

accident.initiating

The focus clf this analysis is the plutonium
is the weapon. containing

environmem

into four

their associated accident sequences,
ronmems

facility

for a seismic initiating

comprehensively

the

material

The

procedure.

by observations

event occurs,
enabling

accident

on a hemi-

event, whereas the act

process and by study of lhc dismantlement

[ha[ mus[ occur is a SCI of

for

fixture

on Ihe table over which the strong-

occur for [he accident condi[ion to be reached. The firs[ link in
every accidenl squence is an initiating evem. [f an iri!iating
then ~he next link

Human actions

conditions

a lifting

sphere lying on a table is an initiating
of placing the hemisphere

for the accident sequences on spreadsheets.
events ihat results in a consequence.

and all material used in the process.

Groups
progressions

event to plutonium

of

Inlllat)ng

were

number of different

co’nbined

release was constructed.

events

with

to construcl

accildcnt-sequence

simi16r

accident

a (elallvely

●venl wees,

small

Thus, any

one event tree may represem Ihe accident sequences for many
distinct initialing

events
Some demlls of incilvldual accident
sequences may be Ios! In this process of combining, Und care

❑ srtstbe taken not to lose important distinctions wstong
*dent-inisitting
events.
Based on the evem trees, the analysts constructed an
accidem-sequemz trtotkf for the HA ~
anafysis, rrmdifred
toaccrnmt foftlte usskpJefeatures of the dismamlemen[pr
ocesa
as SJKtWndiagmmatidy
in Pig 2. In this ti&nt
model. an
initiating event (typically actuation or Eealixation of an

by observation of he process. interviews with weapon
process technicians. ●nd Panr:x IJORS. Facility initiating
●vents weft .mmpiled from facility safety analysea. Pantex
UORS, industrial expcriertce, intervh ws with pfam ~rsonr:l.
and waikdowru of the f~ilitics.
TRere arc standard lists of
developed for a wide variety of
extemaf ●vents that have ~
pr~ses
and locations.
Such lists were consulted and

~
~)
tions kyond

A w of condi-

smalixed

for many acci-

Oflen.

b@D$ m *skid
~~.
the initiating event me squired

dent sequences to occur.

These are catled enabling conditions.

If required

embling

progresses

10 create

a hostile

experiences.

l%

assembly

tions are called enabling
[ion and configuration

weapcn

[hat me weapon

responds to the hos[ile

PmfMfility
Of ocas~.

In general. successive slages in he
accident sequence will depend on prezdlng stages. Thus, the
accident sequences are chains of dependent, conditions!
These

probabilities

may

for dependencies

be combined

using

and 10 es[imate

the

frequency of the comequerrce occssrrerwe.
In this model, every accident sequence is matted by some
evem.

As a general iule, arr initiating

event was an abnormal

event associated with art energy source.
has a flammable

mixture

event

pre-existen[.

are present, then the accident

ersvironment, potenLally creaiing an -ident
condition.
This HA uses the logical model discussed above 10 estimate
the frquency with which different ~idcnt
sequences occur.
Each of the steps in the accident sequence is reprcsemed by a

probabilities.

other. oft:n

environmem

conditions

proper care to account

for Ihe Parrtcx Iocmion.
an initialing

For example,

of hydrogen

as a normal

if a tank
condition,

conditions.

The

conditions

location

Ioca[ion

response.

represent [he probability
location

g!ven

[he occurrrncc

ures and geometric
A

hos[ile

hydrogen

conccn[ra[ion

be 6n initialing

is normally

below [he

event

to exceed Ihe flammable

limi[

for

an ~cciden[

a tank

fire.

When

would

points

enabling
haxards to
determines

assmiated

with the

m the event

of an initiating

examples of enabling conditions

trees

event.

were protective

or

Other

feature fail-

considerations.

environment

is experienced

by

the

weapon

assembly as a result of an accident-initiating
event and requires
The hostile environment
acts on the
enabling conditions.
a. ;embly
~ctua[ion

to pmthsce a response.
This response may be an
of an amplifying
energy source or a direct release

of p:woniurn from the pit.
The wecpon assembly
is modeled
by approximating
the coruinuum
of
responses of the weapon

then a tank liquid gas release [ha[ causes [he

the facility

tha[ a weapon is in a configuration

wi[h a few discrete evenk.

limit,

branch

if

condi-

The loca-

are special

probabilities

and configuration

even[ for a tank fire acci-

flammable

in [his model.

delermirtes

The

has a cominuous

source, and [he hydrogen concentration

These

which lhe weapon is subject, and the configuration
[he weapon

then a spark would be an initiating

sparking

lead to an accident
are met.

of !he weapon

dent.

On the other hand, if a tall

can only

conditions

assembly

phenomena

environments

In the weapon assembly response

model. a discre[c cause-a~+cffecl
physical

[c hoslile

response
physical

approximation

is constructed.

The

for complex

weapon

assembly

response is one of the grea[es[ sources of unceflaimy
discrete

evem

model

of weapon

in the

A major

squence

consis[ed of more than on. abnormal event, the mos[

con[ribu[or

dynamic

event

main charge HE to various insulrs. In this HA. the response of
HE was modeled as a probability dis[ribulion of Ihe occurrence

was selected

o~her, more [cmporally

as the initiating

extended

event,

and [he

cvcnis were made enabling

of an HEVR.

conditions.
The initiating
of

environment

organization

to this uncertainty

dismantlement.

events were grouped on the basis of [he level
from

which

type

of

was first used in the cons[ruc[iori of lhe ASLD

[o

help us ensure exhaustive
sequences.

Weapon

interviews,

DoD

surveillance

rcpotn.

arose.

consiriera[ion

!ni!iating

Unusual

[hey

This

of possible accident

evenls were generalcd

Occurrence

Process initiating

Reports

through

(UORS),

and

events were iden[ifred

is [he response of the weapon’s

given insul[ energy.

A unique aspect of this HA
of [he weapon
plu[onium

response,

dispersal

was the overriding

especially

frequency.

the HE,

importance

in determining

In more tr~ditional

HAS of

large syslcms. [he responses of[en are assumed to occur with 9
probability

of 1, given the occurrence of an accident squence,

In this HA, the accidem squencc
is hostile to the weapon.
hos[ilc

enviror,ment

ing energy.
respond

produces an environment

by absorbing,

wansmit[ing,

o: amplify-

The pit, which is the fo:us of this annlysis,

10 the energy

that

The weapon assembly responds to a

incideru

upon

il.

The

will

pit response

dc[crmincs [he oulcome of inkres~ in this s~udy,
Fo: a given

conliguralion,

the response

according [o the hostile environment

probability

energy level,

varies

For exam-

ple, a drop from a greater height is ranked higher in probability of plutonium

dispersal

than a similar

drop from

a lower

However,
[here was no attemp[ to differentiate
height
between relatively fine gradations in hostile environments,
An important
FIG, 2. .4CCIDENT

MODEL,

energellc

aspect of weapon

components

can acl as amplifiers
hostile

environment,

within

response

the weapon.

on the incidenl

is the action

of

These components

energy tha[ constitutes

a

several

0-4.

for

sourcu

Tbe fhvoraf

ThCS4 *
Ii=.

for WCXPOSSSrCSPOtSSCS10 drops.

As ● lMI resorL cof the re+onse

whteva

ynaibk

ing frx m avoidhg
of Use intrinsic
fre@atsdea

was resting data.

in SnMy COrrfiguratimrs bll

intcrpm@on.
probability

pmbabilitica
were

reapsae
when available,

Wtihttk

W-

and 1~1

avoirkd

w-

rdtd

required

opinion

wax uacd.

some

concerni~g

I!w

approach

was

This

bccxuac of the di~lcul!y

in account-

expert blasts in the cstintates and because

diff.cultiea

cx~s

However,

the tmlk of tbe maptssc

opinion.

Tbe development

cussed in a cornpardon

encounter

in quantifying

of ●vents. es~ially

or pm babilitiea

ram ones.

datJ came from such exWrl

of the HE response data is dis-

paper in this conference

(Eisenhawcr

The anafyata

thrmghou”

the entire calculation

The cosrsquence of concerts in this HA

was transuranic

matcriaf release from [he confinement of [he pit.
environmemaf conaquen~
were nm considered.
comparable

to a Levef I PRA effort encountered

power industry,
arising

from

which

means that no heakh

plutonium

anafysis

ends with

specific

confinemem

dispcraal

or other effects

of plu[onium
associated

condilion

ity wti

It also allowed

changed.

by providing

The

bays, and CCIIS are not considcrcd,
was divided

initiating-event

into a discrete number of plutonium

according

to the type of plutonium

calculations

sequences

frqucncy,

ASLD.

of initialing

Many

negligibly

cventd were

enabling

of these can be readily

[o plutonium

dispersal

shown

frquency

through

to cr.m[ribu[e

and were elimi-

nated early in lhis analysis by means of the PHA.
analytical

resources

[o be conccmrated

acciderr[ sequences.
probability

This allowed

on more

important

Ini[iatirrg events tha[ either had a ve~

of resul[ing

in significant

plumnium

low

dispersal

would be very unlikely

[o happen at all were eliminated

further

Thus,

consideration.

an

or

from

the arsalys[s screer.cd on both

the accidem

Point

estimates

accident

of the frequency

sequences that survived

accident

$equences

accident-sequence
analyzed

dewrrnine

lhat

frquency
further

calculation

calcula~ed

[he PHA

screening

represented

99%

for each plutonium

using

accident-frequency

were

Mon[e

for all
process.

structure

impoacd

all the initiating

contained

list.

sequences.

The

tions, operational
calculations.
mslomalically

accidcn:-sequcncc

sprcadshccl

These

contains
ex~rt

[he time

frac[ions
~r

All these spreadsheets

were

arc linked

and lest data

The timl!-fraclicm

aulomatic
ium,

of the accidcm-sequence

updating of [he resulls.

linked

to a summary

The

class, contiguralion,

spreadshec!

linking

es;imate

location,

structure

the event-tree
equations

for the event-tree

shown in Fig, 3.

[o

for an acciderr[

seqrwnce

The

paths all hw+ tI similar

Boolean
structure,

which closely rcflcuts the accident model ciscussed previously,
The

quarsuta[ive

performed

analysis

with spreadsheet,

check for dependencies

[he

accident

sequences

was

with Ihe analys[s being careful to

or common-cause

(erms in an accident squcnce.
of its simplicity

of

cvems

Iha[ linked

This method was used because

and because all Ihe accident

sequences could

be represented by very similar accident-sequence

equations.

FIG. 3, sPREADSHEET

the

and other groupings.

The Boolean equation is a representation of

path for that accident

with

by plu[onium

usual in [his

sequence is based on the Boolean equation thal represents [hat
accident squence.

a calculation

frequency

that summarized

spreadsheets

distributions.

of a frequency

events

per weapon.

These spreadshcc[s were, in

spreadsheet

results of the acciderr[-sequence

[he

spreadshec[

to Ihc accident-squcncc

spreadsheets, one for each event mea to provide
or [hc Pcrinl value

10 the
for

ini[iatirrg

unit lime 10 frequency
linked

The

(he weapon-response

used [o convert

expressed as frequency

are rmiectcd

frequencies,

response probabilities

used to combine

calcula-

nrsd human-reliability

Thus. changes in these calculations
Ihe

in

and cnabling-

into Ih(: probability

database calculations,

in

condition

that appear

initialing.event

wc?pon response probabili[ics.
includes

enabling

events

of the [otal
lechmques

or

on the accident-

dispersal class

Carlo

probability

to sprcadsket

events mken from the

Tlw

all the enabling

conch[ion spreadsheets are linked

dispersal

frequency and consequence.

●llowirg

of

condition

A didvantage

and the external-event

spreadsheets
identified

rigid

spreadsheets contained

p:obabilitics.
A numkr

is th-

weapon-response

release tha[ occurs.

.
AwwmQmuGk4MuLMdlQwQ!aY

The

had the advantab:

Several types of spreadsheets were used in this analysis to
make it more manageable and modular. l%=
initiating-event

sprcadshee[

release bins.

of each

scquence quations.

and

This con[inuum

annotation

provldirrg a means for changirr- a single accident sequence
wi~hcrut re-running
the entire analysis when changing
an

release,

range of plutonium

The

us 10 make the analysis more

between the database and the accident aequenccs. thus

ASLD

[he ramps.

fre-

or response probabil-

used.

use of spreadaftcm

linking

this

bins then were used to group the accident

were

probabihly.

space for copious

frequency and probability

Thus,

with

releases possible from the pit is very large.
These

in the nuclear

are considered.

the occurrence
attributes

Health and
This HA is

when an init!atirrg-event

quency, euabling
mceablc

for the point-valsse

and uncmainty calculations.
This
h allowed automatic updating

weapon response probability.

1995).

The

to use s~

ekctal

=isfent-sccfucs=
-ffcqtmcy
mclhod wu chosen kause

LINKS,

analysis

is

1ssaddtiosu 8 httdttam accidcnl-sequessccs~
that
9(Mo of she ftquency) was
inslti
W sop coutrihtm (*[
pfotiti
s viastaf
inclti
Plots based ontfwse ~

in this HA

arc all

low enough

to

justify

use

of

this

approximation.

1ssthis asudy, all estimates are given in *abilily
pr uni!
Ulatisdisuaembled.
-fllIabasis wmschosen bcauae of the
pte’miaf variability in the nusstk of UNU disassembled pr
year and because rnOSl of the accident-initialing events ●rc

A SUbaes of theaccidemmqumces forwhich point-value
frquency estimata were Calculsmd WM Sekcted for furlkr
analysis. -flle~squence
schsraenwaethoae With the
highest frequency values. llsosc accident sequences whose
combined frequency represented 99% of the total accident
cai~
weft
chosen
b
this
f~~y
for *
CO~~
This setof accident sequences is
more extensive analysis.
called the dominant -idcnt-~
The dominant accidcm-sequence ~ was analyxed using ●
Monte Carlo simulatim that producd sccidertt-aqscnce frcquerscy distributions rather Osan point-value fmqsency estirnata. The simulation was @ormd
on the ti&u-seqtmc.e
equations used in [he Pcint-vsluc frequency calculations. To
determine [he frequency distribution. prubabiiity distributions

more easily ex~

were used for each term in the accident-sequence

rcpmemasion

of

the

relative

contribdon

of

k

various

~of~~.
Thiaa@’alsknd
uckksst

tbe ardyu.a
fikdy
wish

tS(kul?OiSstessim4tasof

qsencea

Ikfrquencyof

to tktesmine

which

accikm

to SeSsSltin pfUtMtiSSUldiaperaaf.
tb

highest

dispersal to

reatdl in plutonium

b

poim

seqssenm

dlow

are most

The uxident

Sequends

then were analyzed using

estimates

Monte CXIIO simsslatia 10 dctmsmne a frequency distribution
issated of a @sst esdmMe.

in thue

disassembly

human

opposmities

fcwerror

Estimated

errors,

ufsi[s.
for

This is readily

which

a given

onedlvvapoisme

frquenciea

fa

events are based

Instances of occurrence

or similar

involving

nuclear weapons.

and DoD

In many instsnccs, the

analysls sfso were able to approximate
the population
required 10 estimate frequencies or probabilities.

These

industrial

mdels

for human-reliability

of this ty~

could be used. The use
msalysis and the use of

of data al.alysis
Many

considered

phenomenological
uncertainly.

model
greatest

of

the

uncertainty

probability

estimates

Finally,

HE

uncertainty
estimates

and

applicability

response

phenomena

in plutonium

with

differem

dispersal

(Swain

the events.
on human

was trea[ed

failures

nents may fail

truly failed independently.
common-cause

ing such occurrences
Accident-initialing
Thus, the initialing
protection

against it as well.
of Iinkcd

accompanied

There

a high

by

:he

acciden[-scquencc

CUI SC1.

The

199 I a).

prwess,

systrms

events.

is an aircrash.
sys[cm.

probability

An

the

reduced ~hc

example

An aircrash

rsf a

is often
often

Thus. the fire would

of

the suppression

be

system

fmm the same event.
conccm

aboul the potcn[ial

dispersal frequency for disassembly

SUC,I a weapon

implied

of sy~tems or

by a ground fire, and the air crash would

calculated

accidem.sequence
frequencies were esiimaled using Ihe rrsreevcnt approximation.
The accidenl-sequence frequency values

did not

(Stack,

In this disassembly

inilia[ing

cvcm

was initial

plutonium

a search for
for identify-

This approach

accidem-prevention

were in an abnormal

equaticn

guidelines

1991 b).

and [bus

if the components

event ini[iates the accident and defeats all

absence of importam
initialing

a complex

causal event

cvems may cause failures

tor, quamiles or percentiles of the dismibution, or diswibulion
parameters such as Ihe standard deviation.
A pcint value is
the probability

when

features designed to protect agairist accidcnls

twing unavailable

using

occur

Marry or all of the compo-

events of significance.

arc imponant

sequence

Human

usually

(Slack,

common-cause

wi[h

for each accident

belween
analysis

The analysis included

started

process.

linking

is

compo-

in the THERP

cven[s using acccp[ed

of Ihc pervasive lack of dara on Ihe evcms and phenomena that
in this weapon disassembly

assumption

failures.

because of a common

[he fire suppression

~C point value is used ;s the mean of the assumed distribution. The unce~inty
range may be expressed as an emor fat.

or

system

defeat whal appears to be high reliability

linked

The unccnainly

[his

ac[ions,

systcm has redundant compmients.

importance

frequencies arc some indication

Often

failures of multiple

mitigating

disable

bands on the accidenl-scqucncc

on the initialing

1983).

all Ihc frequency

used in [his analysis.

and

Common-cause

The analys!s tiavc lried
and

arc included

and response spreadshecr.s.

by common-cause

dependence

identify

msI data variability,

uncertainly,
in

weapon-response

al several

inherent

for [he disassembly process.

10 include

1983).

from expcrr opinion.

uncerrair,[y

including

Unccr[ainty
[he

(Swain

was used when no other dala

estimates are derived

analysts

frquency

for the chemical

data were available,

for missile penetration into Ihe bays and cells are

in Ibis study,

represents

databases

If no experiential

sources were available.
The

between

grossly violaled

dependence

as ii last resor?, expcn elici[a[ion

levels

pendence

reliability

of ihe THERP

probability

condition,

mul[iplica[ion
of event probabilities
to estimale an
accident-sequence
frquency
assumes statistical inde-

The
overall

nents,

probability

These uncertainties

then surrogate sources of da[a were considered.

then calculations using accepml
correlations

previously.

event, enabling

events

source6 included

pninl-

distributions wae developed as pars of the event data construction discussed
Tlwsc

irlitialing

and nuclear industries.

examples

dala

●quations

point values used in he accident-sequence

data could not IM found or were considered

If operational
inapplicable,

for

events found in [he ASLD

coufd be found in the historical records of Pamex
activities

insw.ad of M

value calculation.

In many cases, several different

sources Gf dam were considered.
many accidcnl-iritiatinb

of

given.

and pmbabilitiea

on the besI data rsvailablc.

seen for

number

or damaged

received for disassembly.

condition

Although

might be small,

for

increased

of weapons that
when they were

the frequency

Ihe probability

of receiving
of plulonium

dispersal. given such a weapon, migh[ bc much higher than for
a normal
significant

weapon,

and therefore,

conlribu[ion

such weapons might make a

10 disassembly

plutonium

dispersal

-
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